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WebSphere Naming Introduction

This presentation provides a high level overview of essential Naming functions in 
WebSphere Application Server Version 6. For those needing only a general 
understanding, this presentation is sufficient. For those who need a more in depth 
knowledge, this presentation is a prerequisite to the other presentations that cover Naming 
Basics, Advanced Topics, Debugging and Samples. 
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Goals

� Introduce WebSphere Naming fundamentals

�Global name space

�WebSphere Java™ Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI) provider

�Java2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) 1.4 defined indirection in lookups

� “java:comp/env” names

� Enterprise JavaBean (EJB) references

� Resource references

� Touch on some other topics

�Local EJBs

�Administrative Name Space Bindings

�Usage considerations

The primary purpose of Naming in a WebSphere Application Server environment is to 
provide a mechanism for J2EE applications to access EJB Homes and resources such as 
Data Sources or Java Message Service (JMS) Connection Factories. This presentation 
will provide a basic understanding of the components that are required to provide this 
functionality. These include the global name space where the EJB Homes and Resources 
are bound. The JNDI provider is used by clients of Naming as the programming model for 
accessing the name space. There are also EJB References and Resource References in 
Deployment Descriptors which enable a level of indirection between the special 
“java:comp/env” names used by the clients and the actual lookups that occur in the global 
name space. 

This presentation then continues on to look at local EJBs, which follow a similar model as 
remote EJBs but without making use of the global name space. 

A high level look is taken at Name Space Bindings, a WebSphere Application Server 
capability to add certain types of bindings to the name space through the administrative 
processes rather than through the use of Naming interfaces in runtime code.

Finally, an introduction is given to some of the usage considerations that apply when using 

Naming in a WebSphere Network Deployment environment.  
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WebSphere Naming Model

� Global Name Space

�Object Management Group (OMG) Interoperable Naming Service 
implementation (CosNaming)

�Extensions - binding/lookup of non-CORBA java objects

�Contains bindings to: 

� EJB Homes

� Resources (for example:  JDBC Data Sources, JMS Connection Factories)

� JNDI

�Programming model for WebSphere Application Server code

�WebSphere Application Server JNDI provider wrappers Global Name Space

� Indirection for lookups

�“java:comp” names used in code to look up EJB Homes and Resources

�Deployment Descriptors contain EJB References and Resource References

� Provide the mapping from “java:comp” name used in code to name in Global Name Space

The primary components used for Naming lookups of EJB Homes and Resources are the 
global name space, the WebSphere Application Server JNDI provider and the References 
in the Deployment Descriptors which are used to define a level of indirection for the 
lookups. 

The global name space is an implementation of the Object Management Group’s 
Interoperable Naming Service specification. This specification introduces a set of 
CosNaming interfaces which enable the binding and lookup of CORBA objects from 
NamingContext objects. EJB Homes in WebSphere Application Server are CORBA 
objects and therefore can be looked up from these NamingContext objects. The 
NamingContext objects can be put together to form a name space as a hierarchy or as a 
graph. Because Resources such as JMS Connection Factories are not CORBA objects, 
the global name space implementation has been extended to allow for the binding and 
lookup of serializable java objects in addition to CORBA objects.

The CosNaming interface and WebSphere extensions provided by the global name space 
are not used directly by user code in WebSphere.  The Java Naming and Directory 
Interfaces, also known as JNDI, are used to access the name space. The JNDI interfaces 
provide a common set of interfaces which can be used to access any arbitrary Naming 
service or Directory Service through the use of a service-specific JNDI provider. 
WebSphere Application Server has a JNDI provider which has been implemented to know 
how to access the global name space with its combination of CosNaming interfaces and 
WebSphere Application Server specific extensions. The WebSphere Application Server 
JNDI provider, which is the user model in WebSphere Application Server for accessing the 
name space, uses names which are formatted as if they were CosNaming names, but can 
be used to access both CORBA and non-CORBA objects from the global name space. 

Code that you write in a J2EE application does not look up EJB Homes or Resources 
using the name by which the object is bound into the global name space. Rather, the 
J2EE specifications describe a special kind of name to be used, which starts with the URL 
“java:” (java colon). EJB References and Resource References in an application module’s 
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Global Name Space

� CosNaming function provided by all servers
� Deployment Manager, Node Agents, Application Servers

� No separate Name Server 

� Single logical view of name space for entire cell

� Name space physically mapped across servers
� Some parts replicated in all servers

� Some parts replicated in a subset of servers

� Some parts only in individual servers

� Name space built in memory during server startup
� Configuration data defining cell topology

� Resources defined in the configuration

� EJBs contained in applications

� Name space bindings in the configuration (administratively added by the user in the past)

� Persistent bindings (programmatically added by the user in the past)

� Transient bindings (programmatically added by user during startup)

� Can access the name space by connecting to any server
� Multiple bootstrap host/port combinations available, one per server

� Code running in a server defaults to name space in that server

This slide takes a more in depth look at the global name space, in particular how the 
CosNaming interfaces with WebSphere extensions are implemented within a WebSphere 
environment. To eliminate possible preconceived notions it should be stated that the 
global name space is not a typical CosNaming implementation. In many CosNaming 
implementations, a unique Name Server process is provided with the name space content 
being a reflection of a data store specifically designed to hold the name space contexts 
and bindings.  However, this is not the case for the global name space in WebSphere 
Application Server.

In WebSphere Application Server, there is no separate Name Server process. Rather, 
every server in the environment provides the functionality for the global name space, 
including all application servers, the node agents and the deployment manager. From the 
perspective of a WebSphere Network Deployment cell, these servers work together to 
provide the user with a single logical view of the name space although the physical 
representation of the name space is not fully contained in any one server. The physical 
representation of the name space is partially replicated across the server processes and 
partially distributed across the server processes. More details on this will be provided in 
the subsequent slide. 

When a WebSphere Application Server starts, the subset of the logical name space which 
will be physically represented within that server is built in the server’s memory. There are 
many sources of data that are used to build the name space within the server process. 
First is the configuration data from the system management repository which defines the 
topology of the cell. Also from the system management repository, all the resources which 
have been defined within the scope of that server are bound in. As applications are 
started, the EJB Homes in those applications are bound into the name space as well. The 
administratively configured Name Space Bindings from the system management 
repository are bound in, along with any persistent bindings which were added to the 
persistent portions of the name space prior to the server starting. Lastly, user code which 
is running in the server may bind objects into the transient portion of the name space. 
More details on the persistent and transient portions of the name space will be provided in 
the subsequent slide. 
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Global Name Space
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This is a pictorial representation of the global name space. First, this presentation will 
describe the logical name space structure, then talk about the characteristics of various 
portions of the name space and where those portions of the name space are physically 
distributed in the servers.

The light blue rectangles represent naming contexts in the name space. The text within a 
rectangle is a label which describes the purpose of the context. The arrows represent 
bindings in the name space and the text by an arrow is the name of the binding. This 
would be the actual name used when traversing the name space. The logical name space 
starts at the context in the center of the left-hand side of the picture, with the label “cell 
root”. Starting from the cell root context, the entire logical name space can be traversed. 
The structure of the name space is based on the topology of the WebSphere Application 
Server cell. There is a context for each node in the cell (the “node root” shown in the upper 
center). There is also a context for each server in the cell (the “server root” shown in the 
lower right). For example, if there was a “server1” on “nodeA”, from the cell root context 
the name “nodes/nodeA/servers/server1” would be used to traverse to the server root 
context for server1. Another example would be a cluster named “clusterX” with cluster 
members “x1” and “x2”. From the cell root context, a lookup of “clusters/clusterX” would be 
used to traverse to the server root context for one of the cluster members, either “x1” or 
“x2”. 

Examine the portion of the name space within the yellow background. As you can see, the 
contexts within this area all pertain to the topology of the cell, reflecting information about 
the cell, its nodes, clusters and servers. This yellow part of the name space is replicated in 
every server in the cell and is built using configuration data from the system management 
repository. 

Since this part of the name space is a reflection of the topology, the naming contexts are 
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Global Name Space
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The next area to examine is the portion of the name space with the brown background in 
the lower right hand corner of the picture. This shows the “server root” context. There is a 
unique server root context for every server in the cell. The server root context is contained 
in the server that it represents, and it is not replicated in any other server. The server root 
context is read/write, so objects can be bound and unbound in this context. The context is 
transient, so an object bound into this context or any of its sub-contexts will not be there 
the next time the server starts. The context labeled “system artifact sub-ctxs & objs” refers 
to the EJB Homes and Resources for the server. These are bound into the server root 
every time the server starts, so the fact that the server root is transient is not a problem. In 
fact, it assures that the bindings in the server root actually represent the EJBs and 
Resources that are currently defined for that server and eliminates the possibility of there 
being stale, out of date bindings in the name space. The context labeled “user transient 
sub-ctxs & objs” refers to any bindings which user code added to the server root. Because 
the server root is transient, the only practical use of this would be where a user bound an 
object into this context, every time the server started, from code that ran within the server 
itself (for example, from a custom service). 

Now notice the part of the name space with the green background in the lower center of 
the picture. This is the “cell persistent root”. This context is replicated in every server in the 
cell. This is provided as a place where users can add bindings to the name space that will 
be persistently maintained regardless of server restarts. The persistence is accomplished 
by updating an XML file in the system management repository. This then has to be pushed 
to all the nodes in the cell as all the servers share this context. The pushing of these 
updates throughout the cell involves some overhead and a timing window between when 
an object is bound and when that binding is reflected in all the servers. Because of this, it 
is recommended that this context only be used for bindings which have a long lifespan and 
infrequent updates. It should not be used for bindings that are frequent and intended to 
represent real-time changes in the environment.  
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Global Name Space
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The “node persistent root” area of the name space is shown with the green background in 
the upper right hand portion of the picture. There is one of these per node, replicated in 
every server on the node. Servers on a different node have a different node root. These 
contexts are similar to the cell persistent root in terms of persistence and also being best 
for bindings with long life spans and infrequent updates.

In the picture, the traversing of a binding between contexts in different colored areas may 
involve two servers. For example, the “node servers” context contains a binding to the 

server root context for every server on that node. However, the node servers context 
exists on every server whereas the server root contexts are unique to the server they 
represent. For example, assume “nodeA” contains “server1” and “server2”. If connected to 

the name space for server1 at the cell root, the lookup of “nodes/nodeA/servers/server1”
would be resolved all within server1. However, if connected to the name space for server2 
at the cell root, the same lookup of “nodes/nodeA/servers/server1” would be resolved 
using both server1 and server2. From a logical view, the request started at the same 
logical place in the name space and looked up the identical name, but under the covers 
the operation handled the distributed nature of the name space. 
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WebSphere Application Server JNDI Provider

� JNDI CosNaming provider plus extensions

� Provides client-side caching

� Wrappers WebSphere Application Server Global Name 
Space
�Access to CORBA objects (for example, EJB Homes)

�Access to Java objects (for example, Resources)

�Private interfaces
� Reduces traffic between JNDI and CosNaming server

� Optimizes JNDI ability to build effective cache

�InitialContext positioning at various root contexts within name space

� Can be used to access other name spaces
�Compatible with earlier versions of WebSphere Application Server

V3.5, V4, V5 name spaces

�Any OMG INS CosNaming compliant server

The WebSphere Application Server JNDI provider looks and behaves very much like a 
JNDI CosNaming provider, with the exception that it can bind and lookup non-CORBA 
objects as well as CORBA objects. 

It provides a client-side caching capability which greatly improves performance when an 
object is looked up multiple times from within the same process. Caching is on by default, 
but can be turned off when not needed. There are also mechanisms to clear the cache 
when there is a possibility that data in the cache is out of date.  

The JNDI provider is essentially a wrapper of the global name space provided by 
WebSphere Application Server, providing the capability to lookup EJB Homes and 
Resources which are bound into the global name space. There is a very tight coupling 
between the implementation of the global name space and the JNDI provider. This allows 
a high degree of optimization, reducing the traffic between the JNDI client and the server 
housing the global name space. It also is capable of flowing additional data on requests 
that enable the JNDI cache to be populated faster. The provider is also aware of the basic 
structure of the global name space, providing properties which allow the InitialContext to 
be positioned at different root contexts, for example, at the server root or the cell root.

The JNDI provider also is aware of previous versions of WebSphere Application Server 
and is capable of interacting with the global name space in any Application Server version 
from 3.5 on, including whatever optimizations exist in the global name space for those 
versions. In addition, any OMG-compliant Interoperable Naming Service implementation 
can be accessed using the WebSphere Application Server provider.
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Indirection of Lookups

� J2EE defines how EJBs and Resources are looked up from source code
� java:comp/env/<nameOfEJB>

� java:comp/env/<nameOfResource>

� Makes use of URL name architecture in JNDI
�URL lookup escapes Context on which lookup performed

�URL factory provides appropriate context for lookup

�Happens as part of the JNDI framework

� Each EJB, Web and Client module has its own java: name space
�Deployment descriptor for module contains References (EJB and Resource)

�References map java:comp name to global name of EJB or Resource

� java: name space built in memory for each module

� When java:comp/env/<nameOfEJB> is looked up in code
� java: name space for that module accessed

�Global name associated with <nameOfEJB> determined from java: name space

�Lookup from global name space is performed

The J2EE specification defines JNDI as the mechanism for a J2EE application to access 
EJBs and Resources. It makes use of a mechanism available in JNDI, where a name that 
begins with a URL will not be processed by the naming context on which the lookup was 
performed, but will escape to a JNDI provider which is specific to the URL used in the 
name. J2EE defines the “java:” URL to be used for this. Further, J2EE specifies that each 
EJB and Web module will have it’s own unique environment where objects can be looked 
up from code in that module using the name “java:comp/env/<nameOfObject>”. It is here 
that the EJBs and Resources can be looked up. J2EE defines EJB References and 
Resource References in the Deployment Descriptor which tie the “<nameOfObject>” to an 
EJB or Resource. WebSphere Application Server has extended these EJB and Resource 
References to include a JNDI name, where that JNDI name is the name of the EJB or 

Reference as it is bound into the global name space. So in WebSphere Application 
Server, when code does a “java:comp/env/<nameOfObject>” lookup, the processing is to 
actually look up the object in the global name space using the JNDI name specified in the 
Reference in the Deployment Descriptor. 
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Indirection of Lookups Indirection of Lookups –– IllustratedIllustrated

Client Code

ejb-ref name:          ejb/Hello

ejb-ref JNDI name: ejb/com/ibm/ne/HelloHome

EJB Reference

Global name space

This slide illustrates what was just described on the previous slide. The client code does a 
lookup using the name “java:comp/env/ejb/Hello” which associates it with an EJB 
Reference named “ejb/Hello”. The EJB Reference contains the JNDI name 
“ejb/com/ibm/ne/HelloHome” which is used to lookup the EJB Home from the global name 
space. 
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Local EJBs

�EJBs can have local or remote interfaces, or both

�Only remote EJB Homes bound in global name space

�Local EJB Homes bound in a local: name space

� Local EJB Reference

�Contained in Deployment Descriptor

�Must be resolved to local EJB in same Application

�Same lookup model to access the Local EJB Home

�java:comp/env/<nameOfEJB>

�lookup goes indirect to the local: name space

EJBs can have local interfaces and remote interfaces. The descriptions up to this point 
have addressed accessing EJBs with remote interfaces. The mechanism for local 
interface EJBs is essentially the same with a few exceptions. The first is that the local 
interface EJBs are not bound into the global name space, but instead are bound into a 
special in-memory local: name space that the server uses just for local interface EJBs. 
The second difference is that rather than the Deployment Descriptor containing an EJB 
Reference, it contains an EJB Local Reference. This EJB Local Reference does not 
contain a JNDI name like the EJB Reference does. Lastly, the code using the local 
interface EJB and the local interface EJB itself must be packaged in the same J2EE 
application. It is this packaging that allows the java: name space to be built with the 
appropriate local: name for doing the indirect lookup of the EJB Home. 
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Name Space Bindings

� Name Space Bindings are special user-defined bindings
�Administrators configure using Console or wsadmin

�Not added programmatically though JNDI bind calls

� Types of bindings which can be configured:
�To an EJB in a server in the same cell

�To a CORBA object that can be identified with a corbaname URL
� must be bound into some INS compliant CosNaming server

�To any object bound in WebSphere name space accessible with JNDI

�To a String constant

� Usage scenarios
�Provide additional level of indirection for EJB lookups

�Access an EJB in a non-WebSphere application server

�Use the name space provide a property value 

WebSphere Application Server provides a way for users to add bindings to the name 
space without having to write and run JNDI code to perform the bind of the object into the 
name space. These special bindings are called “Name Space Bindings” and they can be 
configured by administrators using the Administrative Console or by using wsadmin 
scripts. 

There are different types of these Name Space Bindings with different usage scenarios for 
the different types of bindings. 

There is an EJB binding which allows you to administratively create a binding in the name 
space which serves as an alias for the name of an EJB somewhere in the cell. Essentially 
they can be used to create a double level of indirection for looking up EJBs which makes 
life easier when changing the topology of the cell. In the Advanced Naming presentation 
there is a discussion about using these bindings as a solution to a problem associated 
with using fully-qualified names which contain topology information. Note that this is an 
important topic for anyone planning to deploy applications in a Network Deployment 
environment. 

There is a CORBA object binding which is configured with a “corbaname” URL string. This 
can be helpful when wanting to access an EJB in a different WebSphere Application 
Server cell or from a non-WebSphere Application Server.  The binding serves as an alias 
for that EJB in the other environment. 

There is a String Constant binding. This can be used similar to property values to control 
some processing within an application. The application can lookup some pre-defined 
name, and the value of the string bound at that name can then be examined by the 
application to make processing choices. 
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Usage Considerations

� stand-alone server vs. Network Deployment 

�Naming is straight forward in stand-alone environment
� Global name space contained in the single server

� Simple names sufficient for accessing global name space

�Network Deployment environment 
� Requires a more in-depth understanding of naming architecture and global 

name space implementation

� Multiple host and port combinations for bootstrapping to name space

� Use of fully-qualified names

� Potential issues with configuration changes if deployed applications have 
fully-qualified names in References

�Debugging

�dumpNameSpace command line utility

Naming in the stand-alone server environment is relatively straight forward. The entire 
name space is contained within the server, and looking up EJBs and Resources can be 
done using simple names which are relative to the server root context. The Basic Naming 
presentation addresses this environment. 

In a Network Deployment environment, there are additional considerations because the 
name space is distributed across multiple servers and because look up of EJBs and 
Resources may have to happen across servers rather than strictly within a single server. 

This brings in usage of fully-qualified names and decisions about host and port for 
bootstrapping into the name space. These are addressed in the Advanced Naming 
presentation. 

There is a utility called dumpNameSpace which can be an important tool for debugging 
naming related problems. The Debugging Naming presentation provides details on this 

tool. 
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Summary

�Described basic components of WebSphere 
Application Server Naming 

�Global name space

�WebSphere Application Server JNDI provider

�EJB and Resource References

�java:comp/env names

�Handling of local EJBs

�Administrative Name Space Bindings

�Usage considerations

This presentation introduced the fundamental architecture and several of the important 
concepts related to Naming in WebSphere Application Server. It addressed the global 
name space structure and implementation, the JNDI provider used to wrapper the global 
name space, and the use of “java:comp/env” names and References to provide a level of 
indirection for lookups. It also looked at how local EJBs are handled and presented basic 
information about the different types of administratively created Name Space Bindings.  
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